Mobile Auditor®

vs
Manual Audits
Technology has made our lives easier than ever. So why are operations and quality
teams still using pen and paper to evaluate or audit locations of global companies?
We put together a breakdown of how technology helps you save time in audits, see
important information faster, get painless reporting and analytics, and automate
corrective actions. It’s time to put away the clipboard.

Mobile Audits

Manual Audits

Cloud-based mobile software helps
you implement easy auditing and
inspection. You can also do more than
electronically gather data. Some
solutions offer business intelligence
and automated corrective action.

Data gathering is cumbersome and
time consuming with manual audits.
Data entry then eats up more time, and
reporting is frustrating. Corrective
action is inconsistent and can take
weeks to be implemented.

The Audit

Audit on any device, any time, any
where, even without a data connection.
Historical information is at your
fingertips. Upload video, documents,
and photos to highlight critical details.

Time is wasted shuffling through a
sheaf of papers, or digging for past
results. Data integrity relies on auditors
accurately entering info, and audits
must be redone if a question is missed.

Results

Instant uploads mean managers or
other contacts get their results on the
site or immediately after. It's clear if
they passed or not, and what they are
doing right or items need to be
improved.

Managers don't get results until days or
weeks later, which can lead to crucial
fixes being missed or their memory of
issues being unclear with time.

Data

When you work in the cloud, everyone
is using the most up-to-date forms and
audits, and the results are all instantly
compiled into a single data warehouse.

Inspectors must spend hours after the
review manually entering data from
paper forms, or organizing and
exporting results from forms into
spreadsheets.

Communication

Everyone who needs information gets
it. The system can do the legwork for
you, automatically generating relevant
reports and alerting points of contact
you designate to receive information.

People are missed, get multiple emails,
or an attachment is too big to get
through. In the end, manually emailing
information to multiple lists leads to
something falling through the cracks.

Reporting and Analysis

Highlight key data with role-based
home pages. Then drill down with
reporting dashboards that give you
right information on demand to help
guide business needs and strategy.

Effective reporting is difficult when
pulling information from unconnected
spreadsheets, PDFs, or forms. Analyzing
data for trends is frustrating and time
consuming with a manual process.

Corrective Action

As soon as the review is uploaded,
any out-of-compliance result
automatically triggers a workflow
that assigns the corrective action
and follows up until remediation
is complete.

Under a manual system, corrective
actions take time you can't afford if
there is a health or safety risk. Tasks
often aren’t assigned for weeks,
and follow up and documentation
can be spotty.

The Difference

A worry-free, time-saving solution that
gives you up-to-date, on demand
information, empowers the company
with data needed to make decisions,
and proactively manages quality,
brand, and safety.

A fatigue-inducing, time-intensive
process that lets problems go
undetected until they're full-blown
liabilities, and makes it difficult to get a
clear picture of quality and operations
within an organization.
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